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MISS CHARLIE 18D
                  THOMAS OAHE WIND 0772ET P
TR MR FIRE WATER 5792R
                  THOMAS SWISSER SWEET 1764ET

                  INTERSTATE
FAB CHANTEL 1Z
                  FAB CHANTEL

[
- Sells open
- Welcome to “A League of Their Own”; an all-new event, years in the

making. Heifer calves that will show, win, and then become elite
producers

- Elite heifer calves, built from world-class cow families and donor 
females like this young superstar and her three sisters that are 
featured here as Lots 1-4

- Their dam is the $96,000 Chantel 1Z “Charlie”, that caused quite a
ruckus in her youth and is now causing the same ruckus in 
production

- This heifer calf and her full sister (Lot 2) are some abominable white
beasts that you need to see and own. They won’t cost, they will pay.

- This one is sure to accomplish something giant as she matures, just
like her mom does each time she calves

Chantel 1Z “Charlie” – 
The dam of Lots 1-4

MISS CHARLIE 1375D
                  THOMAS OAHE WIND 0772ET P
TR MR FIRE WATER 5792R
                  THOMAS SWISSER SWEET 1764ET

                  INTERSTATE
FAB CHANTEL 1Z
                  FAB CHANTEL

[
- Sells open
- This spring brought the first embryo calves from “Charlie” and they

are as good as we hoped and better.  Charlie is definitely breeding
on.

- The first natural calf from Charlie was a $20,000 I-80 daughter and
the 2016 crop includes Lots 1- 4 plus a steer by Hi Ho that
brought $23,500 and his sisters that brought $7,500 and $9,000

- Lots 1 and 2 are massive, flexible, high performing full sisters that
will produce all sorts of success and, if you elect to mate them to a
Charolais bull, their calves will show with the purebreds

- Come early to inspect these sisters. They’re for real. Charlie’s Angels.

75% Charolais Cow   |   EFP100   |   DOB:  2/01/16

75% Charolais Cow   |   EFP101   |   DOB:  1/31/16
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MISS CHARLIES GIRL 173D
                  GOET I-80
GOET DRIVING 80
                  BPF DESTINY 110W

                  INTERSTATE
FAB CHANTEL 1Z
                  FAB CHANTEL

[
- Sells open
- Chantel 1Z “Charlie” is delivering on all fronts and this MaineTainer

daughter is a fast favorite of many
- Like her sisters, she is a stout performer with impressive size and

powerful body depth and mass
- She is incredibly good haired all the way down to her giant paws

which she uses to move effortlessly about
- You’ll need a double-blower to get these sisters dry but they’re ready

to walk in the ring now and add plenty of purple to their smoky 
silver – Wow!

MISS CHARLIE HARLEY 118D
                  MONOPOLY
HI HO SILVER 15B
                  SKID MARK 589R

                  INTERSTATE
FAB CHANTEL 1Z
                  FAB CHANTEL

[
- Sells open
- The youngest of these Charlie’s Angels, this May baby has the in-

tense shag, style, and power that her dam is delivering with each
mating

- This is a full sister to a $23,500 steer in the 2016 Goettemoeller 
Private Treaty Sale and to a pair of older sisters that brought
$7,500 and $9,000

- Bold hipped, wide boned, balanced, colorful, and as hairy as they get
- This was our last embryo calf for 2016 and she was worth the wait

4.1% Chi Cow   |   385035   |   DOB:  5/11/16

50% Maine-Anjou Cow   |   471233   |   DOB:  2/05/16

A full brother to Lot 4
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tssc/jsul WHOS’ SULTRY 6991D et
                  WHO MADE WHO 411F 1CM
ASHW WHO DA MAN
                  ASHW CA X MA X SM 55

                  BHCS HEAT SEEKER 23
JSUL SULTRY 6640
                  JSUL MA X AN 6651

[
- Sells open – Tested TH-Free
- This one is young and dangerous – to the competition anyway!
- She is a TH-Free full sister to Schaffer’s great Who Dat Lady 2037Z

donor that was a ACA National Champion Female and to Luke
Elder’s Supreme Champion Female of the 2013 North American
International Junior Show – not the only big winners with this
pedigree

- Her full sisters have been enormous in production with more than
one calf over $40,000 so far and especially consistent production

- This heifer has the fabulous length, lines, and shag that this pedigree
is known for yet she is better boned with a deeper twist to set her
apart

tssc/jsul WHO DAT TRIP 6201D et
                  MONOPOLY
JSUL NIGHT TRIPS
                  CAMP KELIS (I. Whiskey)

                  ASHW WHO DA MAN
JSUL WHO DAT 1602
                  JSUL DREAM MAKER HS46

[
- Sells open
- A beautiful black beast from the great Who Da Man foundation, this

one is already decorated and there will be much more!
- She is silky smooth on the move and at the stop and it is hard to

build one with better angles or a better maturity pattern to win 
now and forever

- Her dam is Luke Elder’s 2012 NAILE Junior Show Supreme Cham-
pion and her second dam is sure to be one of the highlights of the
pending club calf cow dispersal at Sullivan Farms

- This is one of the only progeny available from this combination and
the first daughter from her dam was Champion Shorthorn+ of the
2016 Illinois State fair for the Collins family

- This heifer has already hit the Winner’s Circle at the 2016 Keystone
International!

8.3% Chi Cow   |   384095   |   DOB:  2/28/16

13.1% Chi Cow   |   383663   |   DOB:  4/11/16

Who Dat Lady 2037Z

JSUL Who Dat 1602
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tssc DREAMS COME TRUE 6102D
                  SVF STEEL FORCE S701
MR HOC BROKER
                  JM BF H25

                  ASHW WHO DA MAN
SSUL DREAM LADY 3988A
                  JSUL DREAM MAKER HS46

[
- Sells open
- World class cow families that generate world class results, that’s what

you can expect from A League of Their Own
- This one is powerful inside and out and she might have the most 

intriguing pedigree of the offering
- By the indomitable Broker, her dam is the $46,000 Dream Lady that

is a full sister to “Kelly”, the famous NAILE Supreme Champion
for the Bridwell family, TX, that is now owned by Reimann, SD 
and Hurst, TX

- Dream Lady is a former Schaffer top seller that was Calf Champion
of the NAILE and Champion Chi of the Keystone International,
Hoosier Congress, and the Heart of It All

- This heifer is fully stocked with tremendous depth and fullness plus
surprising muscle, great hair, and the build of an elite performer

tssc/jsul WHO’S REBEL 6449D et
                  SULL RIGHT DIRECTION ET
JSUL REVOLUTION 4383ET
                  JSUL JALYNN 344

                  ASHW WHO DA MAN
SSUL 6899
                  SSUL 232

[
- Sells open
- By JSUL Revolution, one of the most limited and sought after sires

at Sullivan Farms, IA, this is another can’t-miss product of the great
Who Da Man x Heat Seeker strategy

- Her sire is a full brother to the Aegerter/Garwood heifer that won
everywhere during her day as well as the original “Stein” heifer that
was the first NAILE Supreme Champion from her pedigree

- This one is big and powerful with just-right bone and muscle shape
and her hair is immense

- The loose but powerful structure and hands-off maturity pattern is
what sets these cattle apart and we’ve saved some real sweethearts
for you to kickoff this event!

12.9% Chi Cow   |   384674   |   DOB:  3/28/16

6.5% Chi Cow   |   384589   |   DOB:  4/19/16

Dream Lady

Stein
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goet MISS MERCY 921D et
                  HEAT WAVE
MONOPOLY
                  WTF RUTH MEDINA (HAZEL)

                  COWANS ALI 4M
BPF MERCEDES 128U
                  DCC MERCEDES 701P

[
- Sells open
- That “instant recognition” of quality when this one walks in!
- One of the only Monopoly progeny from the great Mercedes 128U;

the full sister to Mercedes Benz, the maternal sister to Miley 80T,
and the dam of exclusive GOET leaders over the years like the
high-selling brother to this show piece and her maternal sister that
was an Ohio State Fair Supreme Champion Female in 2013

- Sisters include a Louisville Reserve Champion and an Ohio State Fair
Supreme Champion Female, and brothers include “Big Ticket” -
the multiple winner for the Martin family in 2013/14 - the Grand
Steer of the 2015 NC State Fair, and “Man 2 Man”, a featured sire
in this offering.

- Elite shape, amazing shag, and that “wow” factor that sets her apart!

goet MISS MERCY 130D et
                  BELIEVE IN ME
GOET I BELIEVE
                  BPF MILEY 80T

                  COWANS ALI 4M
BPF MERCEDES 128U
                  DCC MERCEDES 701P

[
- Sells open
- Another maternal sister to the 2012 Ohio Supreme Female and

many more from Mercedes 128U like “Man 2 Man” and Crystal
Creek Farm’s great “Cedes” donor that was a NAILE Reserve
Champion and is now a proven producer and sought-after donor

- Mercedes 128U also produced “Big Ticket”, the $55,000 top steer
of the 2013 Goettemoeller crop that was Grand or Reserve many
times, his high-selling brother in 2014 to the Heintz family, OH,
and a Walks Alone son that was Grand at the 2015 North Carolina
State Fair. 

- This heifer has high-premium shape and look with elite balance, size,
and muscle shape

- Her dam was the first She’s A Lady Champion Female herself, and
this heifer is cut from the same mold with two shots of the great
701P at Bushy Park Farm, SD

- Smooth movement and boundless potential from a world class 
pedigree backed by the legendary Mercedes 128U!

9.6% Chi Cow 384751  |  50% Maine Cow 470836  |  DOB:  2/10/16

8% Chi Cow 384749  |  37.5% Maine Cow 470834  |  DOB:  3/30/16

Mercedes 128U

Mercy Me – 2012 Ohio State Fair Supreme Champion
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goet MISS MOLLY 43D et
                  MAN AMONG BOYS
GOET MAN 2 MAN ET
                  BPF MERCEDES 128U

                  DCC HARD DRIVE 138R
BPF MILEY 80T
                  DCC MERCEDES 701P

[
- Sells open
- A blend of show ring giants, this high-potential heifer is double-bred

to the great 701P foundation and one of two direct daughters of
the foundation, Miley 80T!

- One of the youngest in the set, she has the flat, wide bone and extra
extension and balance that it takes to develop into an elite female

- Her dam is none other than Miley 80T, the dam of future leaders
each time she calves starting with her first son; GOET I-80. Other
siblings include the $80,500 Maine Man, I Believe, and a string of
champion heifers and elite producers

- Goose necked and covered in fabulous hair, her full sister was a 
feature of the recent GOET Private Treaty Sale. Read this catalog
for much more of the Miley 80T influence!

goet MILLIE 255D et
                  SVF STEEL FORCE S701
MR HOC BROKER
                  JM BF H25

                  DCC HARD DRIVE 138R
BPF MILEY 80T
                  DCC MERCEDES 701P

[
- Sells open
- Another great redhead from Broker and Miley 80T, this heifer is a

full sister to the famous duo that topped the 2014 Goettemoeller
Private Treaty Sale and went on to become impressive and consis-
tent winners for Becca Chamberlin, IN, and Garwood Cattle, OH.

- Her older sisters are now productive donors and this younger version
has the same wonderful body shape, remarkable pattern, and pow-
erful performance that this combination is known for.

- Other full sisters to this heifer were top sellers of the 2016 GOET
Private Treaty Sale and maternal siblings include trendsetters like 
I-80, Maine Man, I Believe, Marley 9Z, and so many more!

50% Simm Cow 3160080  |  37.5 Maine Cow 470837  |  DOB:  3/30/16

7.8% Chi Cow   |   384752   |   DOB:  5/02/16

GOET I-80

A full sister to Lot 12
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goet MISS ANNIE 1D et
                  SVF STEEL FORCE S701
MR HOC BROKER
                  JM BF H25

                  TJSC HOT COMMODITY
MISS DOTTIE
                  BPF MILEY 80T

[
- Sells open
- The full sister to Lot 14, here is another true F-1 from the Miley

foundation and toting a pedigree that is stacked with major 
champions.

- The dam of Lots 14 and 15 was twice a North American Interna-
tional Reserve Champion Female, and Supreme Champion of both
the Purdue AGR and the Indiana State Junior Fair whose first steer
was a big winner for Alex Witt in 2014.

- Note the undeniable cow power and performance of this duo that
match fantastic depth and muscle with elegant extension and style.

- Together, they are three-quarter siblings to the Chamberlin and 
Garwood heifers (Broker x Miley 80T) that were top sellers and
dominant winners in 2014.

- Join us as we present the first edition of A League of Their Own.
- May also be registered as a 50% Simmental

50% Maine-Anjou Cow   |   470192   |   DOB:  4/01/16

Miss Dottie – The dam of Lots 14 & 15

Maine Man

goet MISS ANNIE 2D et
                  SVF STEEL FORCE S701
MR HOC BROKER
                  JM BF H25

                  TJSC HOT COMMODITY
MISS DOTTIE
                  BPF MILEY 80T

[
- Sells open
- The first of two fabulous full sisters from the legendary Mr HOC

Broker and “Dottie”, a former Indiana State Fair Supreme 
Champion Female and another fantastic daughter of the foundation
donor, Miley 80T.

- Along with Lot 15, this pair of sisters will stand all of the tests you
want to give them.  They’re big and bold and beautiful.  And ready.

- The donor dam here is the best product of a magical flush of Miley
80T that also produced the $80,500 Maine Man and his sisters that
have gone on to create bulls like Rodger That and Rodger Dodger
plus winning calves for the Witt, Potter, Gabriel, and more.

- When it comes to blending elite Simmental and Maine-Anjou 
pedigrees, this blend is hard to top.

- May also be registered as a 50% Simmental

50% Maine-Anjou Cow   |   470919   |   DOB:  2/16/16
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goet MISS SHELBY 305D
                  WALKS ALONE
HEAR I AM
                  GORETZKA 805

                  MAN AMONG BOYS
GOET SHELBY 305X ET
                  MISS HOTTIE 1 (Hot Commodity x Miley 80T)

[
- Sells open
- Shelby 305X is a great, young donor in the Goettemoeller lineup

and this striking heifer is not her first success!
- Study your pedigree to find the strength of Miley 80T and Miss

Hottie 1, the dam of Rodger That and the full sister to Maine Man
and the dam of Lots 14 and 15.

- The donor here is a full sister to Rodger That and to Alex Witt’s big
winner, and her first calf was a daughter by Drivin’ 80 that sold for
$11,000 to the Baldwin family, IN.

- We love the extra size and mass of this heifer that is extra wide and
big haired.

- She is great at the ground with a relaxed set to her leg, a giant sweep
to her belly, and one of the best hair coats in the crop. She has
looked great all along and her dam is bred back for a full sib plus
full sib embryo calves are on the way!

goet MISS TRIXIE 322D
                  WALKS ALONE
HEAR I AM
                  GORETZKA 805

                  MONOPOLY
GOET MISS INFORMED “Trixie”
                  BPF MILEY 80T

[
- Sells open
- Your first shot at a heifer calf from one of the promising new donors

in the GOET lineup, this is another one from this offering that is
sure to hang some purple!

- Check the effortless movement and totally feminine build of this
shapely show piece

- She is high chested and deep haired with ideal muscle shape
- The first calf from her powerful dam is one of the best replacement

females in the Goettemoeller herd and this one is off to a better
start – her dam is also bred for a full sibling again this year plus full
sib embryo calves are on the way!

Cow   |   DOB:  2/20/16

Cow   |   DOB:  3/24/16

Rodger That
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goet MISS DESSIE 28D
                  WALKS ALONE
HEAR I AM
                  GORETZKA 805
                  
                  DCC HARD DRIVE 138R
BPF DESTINY 110W
                  DCC DESTINY 516N

[
- Sells open
- Likely one of the last calves from Destiny 110W, another of the 

matriarchs in the GOET program, this heifer is loaded with good
stuff!

- Her dam is a Frozen Gold legend having produced big stock like
Brook Egbert’s 2013 Ohio State Fair Grand Champion Steer, the
herd sire “Drivin’ 80”, a slew of jackpot winners like Kendra
Gabriel’s 2016 multi-champion heifer, and most recently a trio of
steers that averaged $30,000 in the 2016 Goettemoeller sale to the
Vickland, Egbert, and Perryman families.

- This heifer is big, robust, and gorgeous with unlimited show and
donor potential. She gives you a deadly look from the side and she
might be the widest-built heifer in the crop.

- Destiny is just about done but her legacy will never die with great 
females like this one!

50% Maine-Anjou Cow   |   pending   |   DOB:  4/02/16

GOET Marley 9Z

goet MISS 234D
                  MONOPOLY
MAN AMONG BOYS
                  59T

                  BELIEVE IN ME
GOET 216 ET
                  BPF MILEY 80T

[
- Sells open
- A show stopper from a stacked pedigree!
- Get a load of the crazy-good looks and shape of this dual-registered

favorite
- Amazing neck and shoulder design with hair all over and a longer,

flatter, sharper design than you might expect from this pedigree
- Her dam is a double-clean full sister to Green Oak’s great Marley 9Z

full sister to I Believe and her second dam is none other than Miley
80T, the foundation.

6.8% Chi Cow 384750  |  25% Maine Cow 470838  |  DOB:  5/05/16

Pictured lefit is
Destiny 110W
Pictured right is
Drivin’ 80
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tssc/hara’s PRINCESS 32D
                  SVF STEEL FORCE S701
MR HOC BROKER
                  JM BF H25

                  WHO MADE WHO 411F
HARAS HAIRIETTA CLONE H4W
                  ANGUS

[
- Sells open
- When it ain’t broke you don’t fix it and this recipe sure ain’t broke!
- Here is a dazzling full sister to a number of greats including 

memorable Schaeffer high sellers in 2016 and 2014 and a long
string of big winners.

- The 2014 version of this heifer included the $86,000 top seller of
the Schaffer/Tice Sale that was a huge winner for Stuart Skiles, 
TX, including Grand Champion of the 2015 National Western.
Her full sister also sold in that sale and won just as often for Clay-
ton Main, IN, when she was Supreme Champion of the Hoosier
Congress and the Kentucky Expo

- A 2016 older sister was the top heifer of the 2016 Schaeffer/Tice
Sale and was already selected as the Reserve Supreme Champion 
of the 2016 Keystone International 

- Like her famous sisters, this one has that special something that
makes this recipe work.  She is a stunner from the side with extra
size and belly plus that special Hairietta presence about her

tssc PARIS PRINCESS 008D
                  GOET I-80
GOET DRIVING 80
                  BPF DESTINY 110W

                  SOONER
HARA’S PARIS
                  HARA’S MISS USA (Meyer 734 x WAG Hairietta 9145J)

[
- Sells open
- High-Maine style with the strength of Hairietta 9145J and Destiny

110W, this is one unique show and breeding piece to go to work
with!

- Her dam is a direct daughter of the Triple Crown Champion, Hara’s
Miss USA, and this heifer has her powerful size and total femininity 

- Note the impressive bone, back, and hip shape here and her hair
could not be better

- She has the size and the total quality to win now and often

75% Maine-Anjou Cow   |   pending   |   DOB:  3/05/16

50% Simmental Cow   |   3159298   |   DOB:  3/02/16

Broker x Hairietta

Hara’s Miss USA

Broker x Hairietta Broker x Hairietta
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tssc/pzc DIVA 6139 ET
                  TR MR FIRE WATER 5792R ET
TR PZC MR TURTON 0794 ET
                  THOMAS MS IMPRESSIVE 0641

                  LHD CIGAR E46
SCC MS BUD 418-1128 ET
                  RC MS BUD 418 POLLED

[
- Sells open
- Future champions in multiple breeds…A League of Their Own.
- This white powerhouse is a full sister to three Division Champions at

the National Western Stock Show and another sister was recently
the Champion Charolais and Third Overall Female of the Keystone
International for Mattie Drew Doerstler, IN

- Lot 23 offers some serious cow power that the judges will love. She
is huge middled and blown open with exciting muscle and width 
of skeleton

- Despite her power she is still extra smooth and built great on large
feet and strong bone

- You’ve got to be in the final drive to win the final drive. Load up.

PB Charolais Cow   |   EF1224315   |   DOB:  3/18/16

A full sister to Lot 23

tssc DIANA 11D
                  NJW 98S R117 RIBEYE 88X ET
C MILES MCKEE 2103 ET
                  C NOTICE ME ET

                  CRR ABOUT TIME 743
TCC DIANA 01
                  TCC MISS SHELBY 82

[
- Sells open
- The product of one of the best and most valuable pedigrees in the

Hereford herd book, the value of this one will grow and grow.  
- This is pure Hereford cow power.  She is big and bold and ready to

rock.
- Wonderful size and performance with a better front end and 

tremendous capacity and structure
- Her dam was a dominant champion and she was slated to headline

the Sullivan Farms Hereford Dispersal shortly after catalog time
after producing a number of breed greats.  

- A full sister to this heifer was the Collins family’s Res. Supreme
Heifer of the 2016 IL State Junior Show and another full sister was
a 2-time Denver Champion Horned Female for Trent Ray, IL.

- Three generations of females behind this heifer were National 
Champions and yet another full sister brought $36,000 this fall 
and was recently the Calf Champion of the Keystone International.

- This is another heifer that will not cost a thing; she will pay.

Horned Hereford Cow   |   pending   |   DOB:  2/21/16

Pictured lefit is
TCC Diana 01
Pictured right is 
a full sister to 
Lot 22
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gof RAVENS REBEL 311D
                  GOET I-80
GOF TWERK IT
                  MISS WINNIE
                  
                  BC 7022 RAVEN 7965
LSB RAVEN REBEL 311W
                  HXC ARISTOCRAT 931P

[
- Sells open
- Backed by a Louisville Champion and sired by the full brother to 

I-80’s best daughter, this heifer is a real genetic gem!
- She has wonderful balance and style with her perfect front end 

and that eye-catching sweep to her belly
- Twerk It sires them fancy and really hairy and this girl is exactly 

that plus she is one of the biggest bodied heifers in the crop!
- World famous Aristocrat cow family that has produced a slew of 

National Champions and top performers over several generations

gof MISS BREEZY ET 05D
                  GOET I-80
GOET DRIVING 80
                  BPF DESTINY 110W

                  HEAT WAVE
BNWZ SIMPLY IRRESISTIBLE
                  SGC SIMPLY IRRESISTIBLE

[
- Sells open
- A massive MaineTainer with tremendous cavity and pizazz!
- All the length and class of the Drivin’ 80 progeny but with more

width and muscle than most
- Tremendous depth of body and length of spine with a perfectly flat

shoulder and pretty front end
- This one is big and ready and well-broke to win right away!

62.5% Maine-Anjou Cow   |   470611   |   DOB:  2/14/16

37.5% Maine-Anjou Cow   |   470616   |   DOB:  4/08/16

The dam of Lot 24
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gof MISS COUNTESS et 120D
                  GOET I-80
GOET DRIVING 80
                  BPF DESTINY 110W

                  MONOPOLY
BPF COUNTESS 413X
                  DCC COUNTESS 73S

[
- Sells open
- Holy belly and hair coat, here is the full sister to Lot 26!
- This one is painted and powerful with a perfect disposition
- Extra flash, tremendous back and hip, massive rib shape and more
- Another strong daughter of Green Oak’s great Countess 413X!

75% Maine-Anjou Cow   |   470618   |   DOB:  3/17/16

The dam of Lots 26 and 27

gof MISS DAISY et 750D
                  GOET I-80
GOET DRIVING 80
                  BPF DESTINY 110W

                  MONOPOLY
BPF COUNTESS 413X
                  DCC COUNTESS 73S

[
- Sells open
- The first of a strong set from Green Oak’s “Dakota” female, this one

moves like a dream and has so much potential!
- High Maine pedigree with incredible hair quality and flawless, 

no-miss movement
- Gorgeous length and balance, perfect bone shape and maturity
- A maternal sister to Abbie Collins’ Reserve Champion Bred &

Owned Heifer at the 2013 Maine NJHS

75% Maine-Anjou Cow   |   470613   |   DOB:  3/19/16

Maternal sister to Lots 26 and 27
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gof 540
                  MONOPOLY
MADE 2 ORDER
                  JSUL DREAMS COME TRUE 846U

                  IRISH WHISKEY
GCC MISS ME DUPREE 3176
                  GCC MISS RECALL 930W

[
- Sells open
- As cool as they come and maybe even a little cooler!
- Bred to be an elite, TH-Free performer from M2O and Green Oak’s

great “Okie” donor
- Awesome body shape and belly sweep plus perfect feet and leg 

construction
- That unmistakable Irish Whiskey head and neck plus the wedge

shape you need
- Her full brother was a $20,000 highlight of the fall season already

gof MISS MIA 61D
                  GOET I-80
GOET DRIVING 80
                  BPF DESTINY 110W

                  MONOPOLY
TJSC RIEMAN MIA 61Y
                  JSC ALLEY 71T

[
- Sells open
- Another big, stout, ready Drivin’ 80 daughter with a little extra juice

on the bottom side!
- Check the wonderful square-ness and balanced look of this 

powerhouse
- She has extra size and performance and a great disposition to walk 

in the ring and win now
- Extra depth of rib and flank, more bone, more hair, more, more,

more!

62.5% Maine-Anjou Cow   |   470612   |   DOB:  3/16/16

5% Chi Cow   |   3845223   |   DOB:  5/10/16
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tssc SHE’S SO SWEET 692D
                  SVF STEEL FORCE S701
MR HOC BROKER
                  JM BF H25

                  COWAN’S ALI 4M
TSSC SUGAR MOMMA 867
                  WHO’S FIRST 467

[
- Sells open
- A dual-registered specialist from the first crop of Sugar Momma 867,

there is little doubt that we will be hearing big things from this spe-
cial heifer!

- Exciting performance and striking good looks are just the beginning
with this one

- Her perfect balance and extra extension blended with her ideal 
maturity pattern, belly shape, and color pattern will make her so
hard to beat

- Her dam was a top seller of the Reimann Ranches Dispersal and this
is just the beginning from her

50% Simmental Cow  |  37.5% Maine Cow  |  pending  |  DOB:  4/20/16

tssc VERONICA 608D
                  SVF STEEL FORCE S701
MR HOC BROKER
                  JM BF H25

                  SC MO MAGIC S47
SHEZA STAR 003X
                  SVF SHEZA STAR S803

[
- Sells open
- Elite and proven Simmental genetics with major power and look!
- She puts the “show” in show heifer with her extra-long front end,

monster hip, and super-soft belly
- Built on great feet with extra width of bone and a perfect color 

pattern
- By Broker – sire of nearly every big Simmental winner last season –

and backed by the famous Sheza Star tribe that has yielded National
Champions and valuable sires over the years

PB Simmental Cow   |   3161066   |   DOB:  4/08/16

TSSC Sugar Momma 867
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tssc MISS BURGESS 50D
                  SVF STEEL FORCE S701
MR HOC BROKER
                  JM BF H25

                  SILVEIRAS EL CAPITAN 6510
4/S MISS BURGESS YOO1
                  4/S MISS BURGESS 0464

[
- Sells open
- A gorgeous mix of preferred genetics, this popular leader is bred

much like Maddie Udell’s Grand Champion Sim-Solution Female
of the AJSA National Classic and the American Royal

- This one is sure to win big too, with her high-maternal shape and
impeccable movement

- She is bold in body shape and so appealing from the side and in
motion

- Her dam is by the noted full brother to Silveira’s Style and she is a
former Supreme Champion Female of the Illinois State Junior
Show herself

- Big, beautiful, and ready to win now!

s&s VICTORIA’S BEAUTY 646D
                  SVF STEEL FORCE S701
MR HOC BROKER
                  JM BF H25

                  NORTHERN IMPROVEMENT
TSSC VICTORIA 1D
                  MAINE

[
- Sells open
- A colorful maternal highlight from the hottest donor in the Schaeffer

lineup!
- This painted baldy is a cowman’s dream with soft, full, super-sound

design
- She is long muscled and great haired with wonderful depth and

shape of rib
- Her full sisters were $60,000 and $56,000 highlights of the 2016

Schaeffer/Tice Sale

50% Simmental Cow   |   pending   |   DOB:  3/23/16

50% Simmental Cow   |   pending   |   DOB:  4/05/16

A full sister to Lot 33
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gof MISS DREAMS 24D
                  GOET I-80
GOF TWERK IT
                  MISS WINNIE

                  HOLLYWOOD 183R
THOM HOLLYWOOD DREAMS
                  THOMPSON M24

[
- Sells open
- A big, soft, sweet & salty redhead with two sets of papers and all

sorts of winning potential!
- Arguably the best combination of body depth and front end design

in the offering, check the no-miss way that this gal moves around
the pen

- By Twerk It, one of the best kept secrets in the business, it’s hard to
find heifers with this kind of depth and bone that are still this fresh
fronted and easy on the move

- Her donor dam is one of the world’s best Hollywood daughters!

11% CHi Cow 384520  |  37.5% Maine Cow 470617  |  DOB:  4/15/16

gof MISS IGGY ET 13D
                  COWANS ALI 4M
GOET I-80
                  BPF MILEY 80T

                  HOLLYWOOD 183R
THOM HOLLYWOOD DREAMS
                  THOMPSON M24

[
- Sells open
- A dual-registered powerhouse!
- Check the fantastic body cavity and belly shape plus the awesome

bone on this gal
- Huge haired, smooth in motion, and built on a rock-solid 

foundation
- Her dam produced nearly all of the high sellers at Green Oak a year

ago and has three daughters in this sale

9.1% Chi Cow 384524   |   50% Maine Cow 470619   |   DOB:  5/05/16
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gof I DA LADY et 447D
                  ASHW WHO DA MAN
SSUL I DA MAN 2313Z
                  JSUL DREAM MAKER HS46

                  HOLLYWOOD 183R
THOM HOLLYWOOD DREAMS
                  THOMPSON M24

[
- Sells open
- Oh man, what a show piece from Green Oak’s great Hollywood

Dreams donor!
- How about the elongated front, perfect profile, and impressive size

of this leader?
- Extra sweet length and lines with an elegant presence and plenty of

size
- Sisters sells as Lots 34 and 35

gof MISS BUGGSY 04D
                  GOET I-80
GOF TWERK IT
                  MISS WINNIE

                  IRISH WHISKEY
CMJC IW LADY
                  CMJC 509

[
- Sells open
- By Twerk It, the best bull we’ve ever used, this one has some pieces

that are hard to match!
- She has that cocky look and great hair that come with her sire each

time plus she has better depth and better performance from her
powerful Whiskey dam.

- She is super soft at the ground and easy in motion – look in!

50% Maine-Anjou Cow   |   470614   |   DOB:  3/23/16

13.3% Chi Cow   |   384525   |   DOB:  3/19/16
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gof MISS DIXIE et 71D
                  GOET I-80
GOF TWERK IT
                  MISS WINNIE
                  
                  SLC SOONER 101M
JSC HARMONY 71X
                  BOLAN MISS HARMONY 533R

[
- Sells open
- Another extra fancy high-Maine from a winning pedigree!
- This heifer is super clean, feminine, and angular 
- She is awesome haired and super sharp
- Her dam was a winning show heifer and her sire is as good as they

get!

75% Maine-Anjou Cow   |   470620   |   DOB:  4/05/16

gof MISS HARMONY ET 126C
                  GOET I-80
DADDYS MONEY
                  JSC VELVET 112W

                  SLC SOONER 101M
JSC HARMONY 71X
                  BOLAN MISS HARMONY 533R

[
- Sells open
- An elite high-Maine heifer that makes every one stop and stare!
- We love the bone size, levelness, length, and extension of this gal by

the Triple Crown Champion, Daddy’s Money
- This heifer has a ton of look and she will surprise you with how

much substance she has to go with it.
- Her three-quarter sister is Lot 39 and her dam is one of Green Oak’s

elite!

75% Maine-Anjou Cow   |   470615   |   DOB:  1/20/16
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tssc/mfs RED RUBY 51 D ET
                  SULL RED DEMAND 9329 ET
SULL DEMAND SOUNDNESS ET
                  K-KIM C.J.

                  SULL-GNCC FINAL SOLUTION ET
MFS RUBY ROJO 11Y
                  SULL DAZZLING RUBY 8138 ET

[
- Sells open
- A lovely, deep red purebred for your Shorthorn success, this heifer is

very well equipped!
- We love the striking lines and balance of this heifer that has a great

foot shape and moves with grace
- She is especially flat shouldered and clean chested with an ideal 

maturity for extended success
- A full sister sold for $27,500 and was a consistent winner for Sara

Sullivan, IA

tssc/hcsc RED RIDDING HOOD 51D
                  MONOPOLY
FU MAN CHU
                  MISS DOLLY 309P

                  GF KADABRA 2CM
HCSC MISS AMY
                  HCSC MISS FLUSH

[
- Sells open
- A full bodied red with winning show ring experience and plenty of

power to go for more!
- Check the three-dimensional hip and wide undercarriage of this girl

that is as stout hipped as she is large boned
- Great color, classy style, and a sweet disposition in a turn-key 

package

12.8% Chi Cow   |   384212   |   DOB:  3/17/16

PB Shorthorn Cow   |   *4241669   |   DOB:  5/02/16
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gof SHE’S GOT STYLE 9D
                  GAMBLES HOT ROD
SILVEIRAS STYLE 9303
                  SILVEIRAS ELBA 2520

                  ARD RIDGE BALANCE
BPF ARD RIDGE BARBARA
                  ARD RIDGE BARBARA 9M

[
- Sells open
- A bold ribbed, powerful Chiangus heifer to win now and often!
- Tremendous performance and size with impressive movement and

real width of body
- Great haired, gentle, and totally maternal in her shape from the

noted Ard Ridge Barbara tribe
- This one will reward you in production for years and years

9% ChiAngus Cow   |   384519   |   DOB:  2/14/16

goet MISS STYLE 155D
                  GAMBLE’S HOT ROD
SILVEIRA’S STYLE
                  SILVEIRA’S ELBA 2520

                  GOET I-80
MAINE x SIM x ANGUS
                  SIM x ANGUS

[
- Sells open
- By Style, one of the most dominant sires of winning show heifers in

the game today, this is one sweet breeding piece to lead the way in
the commercial/crossbred divisions and beyond!

- Her blend of extension, belly shape, and balance is surely hard to
find and easy to use for banners and profit

- Note the clean bone and flexible joints plus the little touch of white
to set her off just right

- As smooth in motion as she is at a stop.  She can do it!

25% Maine-Anjou Cow   |   471229   |   DOB:  4/20/16
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goet MISS LUCKY GIRL 318D
                  MONOPOLY
MADE 2 ORDER
                  JSUL DREAMS COME TRUE 846U

                  GOET I-80
AWSC MISS I-80 205Z
                  AWSC MS DUCE SEEKER 005X

[
- Sells open
- Double-clean and built like a great, young show heifer and future

donor, this ultra-feminine player has a pedigree that is stuffed with
difference makers like “Kelly”, “Miley”, and “Deuce”.

- This one is fast growing, exceptionally long and deep, and very soft
at the ground

- Her dam was the Reserve Champion MaineTainer of the 2013 
National Western Junior and Open Shows, Champion Crossbred 
of the Heart of It All, Reserve Supreme of the Scarlet & Gray and
had many more wins for Becca Chambelin, IN.

- Her second dam is a maternal sister to the 2013 Chi Jr. National
Grand Champion for the Hayden family, IN, and her third dam is
the great Deuce donor at Wolf Show Cattle that was a ACA Na-
tional Reserve Champion and has remained strong in production at
13 years of age.

- The only sister to this heifer was the $35,000 first calf from her dam

11.5% Chi Cow 384753   |   25% Maine Cow 470833   |   DOB:  2/24/16

The dam of Lot 44
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Thursday, December 29 – New Paris, Ohio
Hosted by Green Oak Farms – Auction at 1 pm EST

Our Largest and Best Offering Yet – Plan to Attend & Request a Catalog Now!

SALE

Selling 100 BRED COWS & HEIFERS 
bred for THE WINNERS’ CIRCLE!

GREEN OAK FARMS
New Paris, OH  | 765.546.0395

GOETTEMOELLER SHOW CATTLE
Winchester, IN  | 937.459.0209

SCHAEFFER SHOW CATTLE
Hagerstown, IN  | 765.541.0738

GARWOOD CATTLE, LLC
Justin Garwood & Family | Noah Skrinjar, Mgr
330.692.1542

Request a catalog at www.primetime.marketing or 
call the auction managers at 877.800.9230
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Friday, November 4, 2016
in the evening at 7:00 p.m. E.D.T. 

Hosted by Green Oak Farm, New Paris, Ohio
Just off I-70 and US 40 near Richmond, IN – 

5495 Orangeburg Road, New Paris, Ohio

Join Us for a Great Cookout Before and During the Auction!

GOETTEMOELLER SHOW CATTLE
Winchester, IN  | 937.459.0209

GREEN OAK FARMS
New Paris, OH  | 765.546.0395

SCHAEFFER SHOW CATTLE
Hagerstown, IN  | 765.541.0738

Auction Contacts:

Event Management by:

Kevin Mears…937/533-0169
Chris Rosa…641/203-1686

Bill Widerman…410/984-2961
Mark Murphy…937/459-2530
John Meents…419/306-7480

Dillon Durham…765/546-0395
Brian Goettemoeller…937/459-0209

Tim Schaeffer…765/541-0738
Craig Reiter…419/350-9159

Internet Bidding…937/515-1194
Kevin Wendt…419/566-1599

Terms & Conditions:
Terms of Sale ... terms of sale are cash, good check, or charge card payment made payable
immediately after the auction and before cattle will be loaded out. A 5% buyers premium
applies to all charge card transactions.
Liability ... All animals and merchandise will be at the buyer’s risk once bid off. Neither
the owners, auctioneers, sale manager, or other auction personnel will be responsible for
an injuries or loss that may occur at the auction.  It is to be clearly understood that Prime-
TIME, Inc. acts only as an agent between buyer and seller and may not be held liable, fi-
nancially or otherwise, for any failure on the part of the same to fulfill any obligations set
forth in this catalog or from auction stand or for the truth of any warranties expressed or
implied.  This catalog was prepared from information provided by the seller's and is assumed
accurate as presented to the auction managers. No guarantee as to age, pedigree, quality,
fertility, or anything else pertaining to the animals selling is made by the auction managers.
All exceptions taken and adjustments made are between buyer and seller.
Conditions ... Announcements made from the auction block as well as information in-
cluded on the supplement sheet will take precedence over information printed in this cat-
alog. Absentee bidders are responsible for all auction updates and announcements.
Health ... All animals sold in this sale will be sold with health papers for interstate travel.
If your state requires specific health testing special arrangements for testing and delivery
are to be assumed by the buyer.
Livestock Trucking ... Bovine Hotline, 615.856.5007. Buyer assumes all risk and expense.
Insurance ... is available by contacting the auction manager

Real-Time Internet Bidding provided by:

Bidding Questions? Call 937.515.1194

877.800.9230  //  Cell: 419.350.9159
www.primetimeagrimarketing.com

P.O. Box 305, Perrysburg, OH  43552
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